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Partly because of what Mars is like.
Each of these differences between Earth and Mars makes a big 
difference to arriving on Mars and living on Mars.

Going to Mars is hard

Radius: half of Earth‘s.
Mass: 1/10 of Earth‘s.
Volume: 1/5 of Earth‘s.
Gravity: 1/3 of Earth‘s (surface gravity depends on both mass and radius).
Total area: About the same as Earth‘s dry land area.
Temperature: Ranges from -200 to +100 F, mostly on the cold end.
Olympus Mons is highest volcano and second-highest mountain in Solar 
System. Source: NASA 2004



  

Like all planets, it started out hot.
Like Earth, Mars differentiated with 
heaviest metals in its core, lighter 
rocks forming mantle and crust.
Because it is smaller than Earth it 
cooled faster.
Its crust is therefore thicker than 
Earth's.
We have good evidence Mars‘ 
core is at least part liquid.

Mars is like Earth, only different

This matters to its magnetic field.

Credit: NASA

Source: space.com 2004



  

Mars‘ Geology is Alive, Maybe

The largest valley on Mars has a length 1/5 the circumference 
of the planet.
It might be a boundary between two tectonic plates.
There is evidence (e.g. straight lines of volcanoes) these 
plates have moved past each other on a fault line.
Mars‘ crust has a simple structure of 2 plates (Earth has 7).
Mars has smaller scale activity like landslides and spring 
meltwater flows.

Credit: Google Mars

Source: space.com 2004
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Mars has twice the moons of Earth

This is not an animation but a real time video by Curiosity.
Phobos: Larger, closer, orbits 3 times per day.  Moves 47º/hour,
3 times as fast as our sky moves.  This makes it rise in the west.
Deimos: Smaller, farther away.
Named for the children of Ares, Fear and Dread.
Phobos is too close to Mars: its orbit decays 2 cm per year.
Recent study suggests Phobos‘ predecessors have broken up into 
a ring around Mars, and then the fragments re-formed into a new 
moon, several times.
Phobos is a big rubble pile, which is consistent with this theory.

Source: Hesselbrock 2017
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Phobos and Deimos are both odd

Credit: Wikimedia Commons

Neither is big enough to be round

Phobos radius: 11 km

Deimos radius: 6.2 km

Both have tiny gravity (from our perspective)

Multiple competing theories about their origin
•Part of primordial protoplanetary disk?
•Captured asteroids?
•Debris from a large impact on Mars?



  

Why is there no air in here?
When ground water reaches the surface, it quickly evaporates.

This is because Mar‘s air pressure is 6 mbar.  Earth‘s is 1013 mbar.

Yet we have lots of evidence that ancient Mars had flowing rivers, 
lakes, and small seas.  These can not exist with the present 
atmosphere.

Mars once must have had a thick atmosphere  Where did it go?

Rocks we find on Mars say the atmosphere when they were formed 
had more oxygen, less carbon dioxide.  But Mars‘ atmosphere 
today is mostly carbon dioxide.  What happened?

A thicker atmosphere is  warmer.  Mars was once warm enough for 
liquid water.  Today, each winter, 16% of the atmosphere falls as 
carbon dioxide snow on the poles and evaporates again in the 
summer.  This causes a planet-wide seasonal circulation of carbon 
dioxide.

An ancient Mars that was warmer, with a thick atmosphere and 
more oxygen, would have been habitable for humans.  Why do we 
need spacesuits there today?

Source: Choi



  

Air molecules need only a little energy input to reach escape velocity.

The solar wind can provide that energy.  A magnetic field should 
mean fewer air molecules leak away to space.

We have good evidence ancient Mars had a magnetic field like 
Earth‘s.  The geological dynamo driving it stopped billions of years 
ago.  Earth and Mars both started with thick atmospheres.  Mars lost 
its magnetic field and its atmosphere.

Some scientists question the importance of this mechanism.  But if 
the loss of its magnetic field does not explain the loss of Mars‘ 
atmosphere, something else happened that we don‘t understand. 

Credit: NASA

Blame it on Magnetism.  Or not.

Source: Strangeway 2011

Earth‘s magnetic field deflects the 
solar wind.

This definitely protects us from 
radiation.  It also may protect our 
atmosphere.



  

1877 Giovanni Schiaparelli drew lines he saw on Mars.
He called them canali, Italian for channels.
The popular imagination has included Martians ever since.
Is there really life on Mars?

Maybe.
Mars was much more similar to Earth when life started on Earth.
Maybe it started on Mars at the same time.
Do we have any evidence?

Is Mars Alive?

Credit: space.com

Source: Britt 2005



  

Evidence for Life on Mars

Credit: NASA

Viking lander 1976 looked for chemistry that life 
could cause.
Found something. But cause ambiguous.
A recent experiment applied the Viking test to soil 
from Antarctica and deserts that definitely does 
contain life.  The Viking test failed to find it.

Source: Navarro-González

NASA scientists reported in 1996 finding features 
in a meteorite from Mars that could be fossils of 
Martian bacteria.
There are other explanations for those features, 
so most scientists do not accept this as remains of 
life. Source: McKay 1996

Credit: Warner

Mars satellites and rovers have found periodic 
spikes of methane and formaldehyde.  On Earth, 
both are most commonly caused by life.  But 
both might also have non-living chemical causes.

Credit: Wikimedia Commons



  

Everybody Wants to Go to Mars
There are more competitors that you might think.  Each of them 
has a different plan to get there.

NASA‘s plan has suffered changing political winds.
Early 2000s NASA planned to return to the Moon on the way to 
Mars.
A budget of $500 B ended that plan.
Late 2000s NASA planned to go to Mars.
Congress required it to use big Apollo-style rockets.
Boeing CEO Dennis Muilenberg: "the first person to step foot on 
Mars will arrive there riding a Boeing rocket."
Current budget: $450 B.
First arrival: 2030s

Credit: NASA
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Elon Musk: Would you rather spend months in their spaceship or 
in ours?
SpaceX goal: colonize Mars.  Be more than a single-planet 
species.
Budget: a low, low $10 B.
First arrival: 2025
Then carry a million colonists to live on Mars.
Spaceship carries 100 passengers per flight.
Ticket price: $100,000

Credit: SpaceX



  

Plans to build a rocket that could reach the Moon or beyond.
Commercialization of space for industry.
Jeff Bezos: "I predict that in the next few hundred years, all 
heavy industry will move off planet… Earth will end up zoned 
residential and light industry."
Budget: $1 B per year.

Interested in Mars “and everywhere else.”

Including, maybe, O‘Neill cylinder habitats.

But in the short term, space tourism.

Credit: Wikimedia Commons

Credit: Blue Origin



  

United Arab Emirates

SpaceX‘s 10-year plan and NASA‘s 20-year plan may both be 
optimistic.
UAE has a more realistic plan to establish a colony on Mars in 
100 years.

Credit: Dubai Media Office



  

Mars One

Credit: Mars One

Got lots of attention by accepting applicants worldwide to be one-
way colonists to Mars.
First arrival: 2032.
Planned to finance the effort with a reality TV show.
The TV sponsorship has ended.
Mars One recently letting applicants buy better chance of being 
chosen.
Announcement of final crews and crew training has not 
happened on schedule.



  

Challenges of Living on Mars
Sustainable life support

Building a home that can make 
its own air, water, and food and 
not need a maintenance call. 

Radiation protection
NASA astronaut twin study 
(Mark and Scott Kelly) showed 
unexpected changes in the 
brain and DNA.
All the colony proposals will 
build living space underground.

Credit: NASA

Credit: NASA

Living with 1/3 gravity
We know living long term in microgravity causes big trouble for 
human bodies
We know much less about living long term in Mars‘ gravity.
If there is a colony, somebody will be the first human born on 
Mars.  We don‘t know if human pregnancy and childbirth will 
work out in Martian gravity.



  

Maybe Potatoes Would Work
After the success of the movie The Martian, the International 
Potato Center sponsored an experiment planting potatoes in 
Mars-like soil, temperature, and atmospheric conditions.
Results: the plants successfully sprouted and formed new 
tubers underground.
Potatoes have not yet successfully put leaves above ground.
Other efforts looking for ways to support life using local 
resources.

Source phys,org 2017

Credit: NASA



  

Terraforming

NASA suggestion of what Mars might look like with 
atmosphere, water, and vegetation.

Credit: NASA



  

Can we restore Mars‘ magnetic field?

Credit: NASA

It‘s possible natural geological processes will one day restart it.
If we don‘t want to wait for that to happen, NASA has a 
suggestion to provide an artificial magnetic field for Mars.
Place a 2 Tesla generator at Mars‘ L1 point.
This would solve the radiation problem.
If Mars can hold its atmosphere when the solar wind is no 
longer eroding it, then the atmosphere would become thick 
enough (mostly from oxygen venting from the crust) and warm 
enough in 40 years to melt the carbon dioxide ice.
Once the polar caps are added to the atmosphere, global 
warming would continue to raise the Martian temperature.

Source: Green 2017



  

Melt the Poles

Credit: NASA

Elon Musk has separately proposed melting the carbon 
dioxide ice caps at Mars‘ North Pole and South Pole.
This would greatly increase the amount of carbon dioxide in 
the atmosphere, starting a greenhouse cycle to warm the 
planet.
But if the planetary temperature had not already been 
increased above the freezing point of carbon dioxide, then 
the newly released gas will freeze out of the atmosphere 
again as it does every winter, before it has time to trap 
enough solar energy to start real climate change.



  

Colonize Mars with Microbes

A small habitat is not big enough to duplicate our native 
ecosystem.
We live with thousands of other life forms.
One NASA project proposes building Earth‘s complete biome 
on Mars from the ground up.
Currently researching what microorganisms could survive if 
we introduce them to Mars now.



  

Ethics of Terraforming

Radical changes to make Mars more like Earth could destroy 
any native Martian life.
People almost universally agree that would be unethical.
Apart from any intrinsic value of native life, we would destroy 
the feature we are most interested in.
Some make a separate argument that terraforming Mars 
would be like destroying our National Parks.
On the other hand, one reason to go to Mars is as a Plan B if 
Earth should be destroyed.  If that happens, the desire to 
preserve ourselves gets a bigger place in the ethical 
argument.



  

Why go?

Adventure
Exploration
New knowledge
Earth 2
Because we can
Commercialization of Martian resources
Add your reasons here ...
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